Abstract. Let K be an algebraic number field and Ω a finiteétale K-algebra. Denote by Z Ω the ring of integers of Ω. Generalizing the recently introduced number systems over orders of number fields we introduce in this paper so-calledétale number systems over Z Ω (ENS for short). An ENS is a pair (p, D), where p ∈ Z Ω [x] is monic and D is a complete residue system modulo p(0) in Z Ω . ENS with finiteness property, i.e., with the property that all elements of Z Ω /(p) have a representative belonging to D [x], play an important role. We prove that it is algorithmically decidable whether or not an ENS admits the finiteness property. Under mild conditions we show that the pairs (p(x + α), D), p ∈ Z Ω [x] are always ENS with finiteness property provided α ∈ Z Ω is in some sense large enough, for example, if α is a sufficiently large rational integer. In the opposite direction we prove under different conditions that (p(x − m), D) does not have the finiteness property for each large enough rational integer m. We obtain important relations between power integral bases and ENS in orders ofétale Q-algebras. The proofs depend on some general effective finiteness results of Evertse and Győry on monogenic orders inétale algebras. The paper ends with some speculations on possible further generalizations.
Introduction
Decimal and sexagesimal representation of the positive integers have been used since the times of antiquity. The computers "native language" are the binary strings, which can be interpreted among others as binary representation of integers. Starting with the pioneering work of V. Grünwald [5] many generalizations have been established. For an overview we refer to the papers [1, 14] and to the book [4] .
In this paper K will denote an algebraic number field with ring of integers Z K . Let O be an order 1 in Z K , i.e., a subring of Z K with unity which is also a full rank Z-module. 
If all a ∈ O[x] are representable in (p, D), then (p, D)
is called a GNS with finiteness property. This concept was introduces for K = Q by Pethő [12] and in the general case by Pethő and Thuswaldner [14] . The real innovation of [14] is the definition of the digit sets by using fundamental domains of the action of Z k on R k , where k denotes the degree of K over Q. For p ∈ O[x] this enabled them to define the digit set, D F ,p(0) , uniformly depending only on the chosen fundamental domain F and on p(0). They proved that it is algorithmically decidable whether (p, D) is a GNS with finiteness property. Under mild conditions on F they were able to prove that (p(x + α), D F ,p(α) ) is always a GNS with finiteness property provided α ∈ O is large enough in a certain sense. Under different conditions on F they proved that (p(x − m), D F ,p(m) ) is never a GNS with finiteness property provided that m ∈ Z is large enough. These are far reaching generalizations of results of Kovács and Pethő [10] . , and ϑ generates a (relative) power integral basis over Z K . The elements α, α ∈ Z R are called equivalent over Z K if there exists a unit ε ∈ Z K such that α − εα ∈ Z K (see [4, p. 83] ). It is easy to prove that if α and α are equivalent then
. It is a deep result of Győry [7] that there are only finitely many equivalence classes of α ∈ Z R over Z K for which Z R = Z K [α], and a complete set of representatives of these classes can be effectively computed. In other words, up to equivalence over Z K there are only finitely many power integral bases in Z R over Z K , and they can be effectively determined. Using this result of Győry (see also Győry [6] ), in the case K = Q and D = {0, 1, . . . , |p(0)| − 1} Kovács [9] proved that there exists in Z R a GNS with finiteness property if and only if Z R admits a power integral basis and the bases of the GNS with finiteness property are up to equivalence effectively computable. Moreover, if α generates a power integral basis then (α−m, {0, 1, . . . , |N R/Q (α−m)|−1}) is a GNS with finiteness property for each sufficiently large m ∈ N, while, in contrast, (α + m, {0, 1, . . . , |N R/Q (α + m)| − 1}) is never a GNS with finiteness property provided m is sufficiently large. Pethő and Thuswaldner [14] showed that the so-called canonical digit set {0, 1, . . . , |N R/Q (α)| − 1} behaves exceptional, they proved that if F is a bounded fundamental domain for the action of Z on R and 0 ∈ int(F) then all but finitely many generators of power integral bases of O form a basis for a number system with finiteness property. Moreover, the exceptions are effectively computable. We now return to the top-down interpretation of GNS. We considered above the case when p is irreducible over Z K . We now continue with the weaker assumption that p ∈ Z K [x] has no multiple zeros. Then the factor ring R from (1.2) is a finiteétale K-algebra, i.e., a K-algebra which is isomorphic to a direct product of finitely many finite extensions of K. In this paper we deal exclusively with finiteétale K-algebras, hence, for simplicity in all that follows we omit the adjective "finite". For the theory ofétale K-algebras we refer to the lecture notes of Lenstra [11] and the book of Evertse and Győry [4] . Here we only collect those definitions and facts which are necessary for our purposes. Assuming p = p 1 · · · p l , where the factors p i , i = 1, . . . , l are pairwise distinct, irreducible, and monic, we have
Let ϑ i ∈ C be a zero of p i , i = 1, . . . , l, and set ϑ = (ϑ 1 , . . . , ϑ l ). Then (1.1) gives
This concept was studied in [14] . In the present paper we go further, we introduce a GNS concept overétale K-algebras. Our results are very similar to that of [14] . The significant difference is that a number system over anétale K-algebra implies number systems over the coordinate fields and these may or may not inherit the properties of the global number system. Further, the proofs are more involved because we have to prove global properties from local ones, and we must be careful in doing this.
Outline of the paper. In the sequel Ω denotes anétale K-algebra with ring of integers Z Ω and O an order of Ω, i.e., a subring of Ω, which is also a full rank Z-module. In Section 2 we defineétale number systems, ENS for short, over Ω as pairs (p, D), with p ∈ G[x] and D a complete residue system module p(0) in G. Here G denotes a subring of O with unity. We also define ENS with finiteness property, and prove that it is algorithmically decidable whether an ENS admits the finiteness property (see Theorem 2.4). From Section 3 onwards we assume that G = O. Most of our results are probably true if O is a Z K -module, but we estimated the arising technical difficulties greater than the benefit of the generality. We define the digit sets D F ,p(0) by using fundamental domains F of actions of Z M on R M (where M is the dimension of Ω over K) and prove a necessary condition for an ENS to admit the finiteness property (cf. Theorem 3.5). In Section 4 we prove that if p ∈ O[x] and the fundamental domain F satisfies some mild condition then the pairs (p(x + α), D F ,p(0) ) are always ENS with finiteness property provided α is in some sense large enough, for example if α is a sufficiently large rational integer (this is the content of Theorem 4.1). We also prove that the implied number systems over the coordinate orders have analogous properties. Section 5 is devoted to ENS without finiteness property. The main result is Theorem 5.2 which states that (p(x − m), D F ,p(−m) ) does not have the finiteness property for all large enough rational integer m. In contrast to Theorem 4.1, analogous statements do not hold in full generality for the implied number systems over the coordinate orders. Using some general effective finiteness results of Evertse and Győry [4, Corollary 8.4 .7] on monogenic orders inétale algebras (cf. also Proposition 6.1 in Section 6 below), we obtain important relations between power integral bases and ENS in monogenic orders ofétale Q-algebras (see Theorem 6.2). The paper ends with some speculations on the possibility of further generalization.
Number systems over subrings ofétale K-algebras
We first introduce some notations which will be used throughout our paper. Let K be a number field of degree m. Consider anétale K-algebra Ω, i.e., a K-algebra that is isomorphic to a direct product of finitely many finite extensions of K. For convenience, we assume that Ω = K 1 ⊗· · ·⊗K , where the fields K i are finite extensions of K with [
The zero element (0, . . . , 0) and the unit element (1, . . . , 1) of Ω will be denoted by 0 Ω and 1 Ω , respectively. The fields K and K i can be embedded into Ω by means of a → a · 1 Ω with a ∈ K and by α → (0, . . . , 0, α, 0 . . . , 0) (where α is the i-th coordinate of this -dimensional vector) with α ∈ K i and i ∈ {1, . . . , }, respectively. It will be often convenient to view K and K i as subalgebras of Ω by identifying a ∈ K with a · 1 Ω and α ∈ K i with (0, . . . , 0, α, 0 . . . , 0).
We denote by Z Ω the integral closure of Z in Ω. Let G be a subring of Z Ω , which contains the unit element 1 Ω = (1, . . . , 1). Notice that the factor ring G/(α) is finite for all non-zero α ∈ G. A set S ⊆ G will be called redundant residue system modulo α in G, if S has non-empty intersection with each residue class of G/(α). If the intersection of S with each residue class has exactly one element then it is called a complete residue system.
Any polynomial p ∈ Ω[x] can be regarded as an -tuple (p 1 , . . . , p ) with
To be more precise, if p(x) = π n x n + π n−1 x n−1 + · · · + π 0 , then, as Ω is the direct product of the fields K 1 , . . . , K , we may write π j = (π j1 , . . . , π j ) with π jh ∈ K h , h = 1, . . . , ; j = 0, . . . , n. Setting
, the polynomials p 1 , . . . , p satisfy the claim. Note that the polynomials p h may have different degrees. Denote the degree of p h by n h for h ∈ {1, . . . , }. We may assume n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ · · · ≥ n without loss of generality, and set n = n 1 . The number n will be called the degree of p. We say that p is monic if π hn h = 1, i.e., if all its "coordinate" polynomials are monic, too.
Anétale number system over G (ENS for short) is a pair (p, D) where p(x) ∈ G[x] is monic and D ⊂ G is a complete residue system modulo p(0 Ω ). The polynomial p is called basis of this number system and D its set of digits.
If a L = 0 the integer L is called the length of the representation of a. It will be denoted by L(a).
Definition 2.1 (Finiteness property). Let (p, D) be an ENS over the ring G ⊆ Z Ω and set
As in the case G = Z with canonical digit set (see [12, Theorem 6 .1 (i)]), or G an order in an algebraic number field (see [14, Proposition 2.8] ), also in our situation the finiteness property can hold only for a basis p that is expansive, i.e., for p which has the property that each of its zeros lies outside the unit circle. To formulate our statement we need further preparation.
Letting
In general the converse is not true. If D is a complete residue system modulo α ∈ G, and α i as well as D i denote the projections of α and D to G i respectively, then in general D i is a redundant residue system modulo α i in G i . Obviously, the definition of R(p, D) is meaningful also in the case where D is a redundant residue system modulo p(0 Ω ). Proof. It is enough to prove the assertion for i = 1. Let
, the first assertion is proved. The second assertion is obvious.
A K-homomorphism from anétale K-algebra Ω to C is a non-trivial K-algebra homomorphism from Ω to C. By [4, Proposition 1.
. A zero of p is an -tuple of complex numbers, α = (α 1 , . . . , α ) ∈ C , such that p j (α j ) = 0, j = 1, . . . , . This is the meaning of coordinates of a zero of p. Proof. The first part of this proof is similar to the proof of [14, Proposition 2.8], but the second part uses an essentially different argument. Let (p, D) be an ENS with finiteness property over G, and assume that the assertion is not true, i.e., assume that there exists σ ∈ H such that σ(p) has a zero α = (α 1 , . . . , α ), with |α j | ≤ 1 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ . Of course we may assume without loss of generality that j = 1.
We first deal with the case |α 1 | < 1. Clearly the pair (σ(p), σ(D)) is an ENS with finiteness property over σ(G).
Inserting α 1 in the last congruence and using p 1 (α 1 ) = 0 we get f 1 = a 1 (α 1 ). As the coefficients of a 1 belong to a finite set by Lemma 2.2, and |α 1 | < 1, we gain that |a 1 (α 1 )| is bounded, while f 1 can be arbitrary large. By this contradiction this case is settled.
Assume now that (p, D) is an ENS with finiteness property over G, but |α 1 | = 1. The number α 1 is a root of σ(p 1 )(x) for some σ ∈ H, thus it is an algebraic integer. From here on we will work in σ(Ω) but to simplify the notation we omit σ in the sequel.
The number α 1 is a root of p 1 (x), thus it is a root of the polynomial σ∈H σ(p 1 )(x) ∈ Z[x], too. By [8] , see also the proof of [12, Theorem 6.1 (i)], α 1 is a root of unity. Then α 1 is a root of
. It can be computed by the Euclidean algorithm, hence, its coefficients belong to the quotient field of G 1 , which we denote by Q 1 . Set
. Denote by G 1 the ring, which we get by adjoining the coefficients of
. . , p ) and as deg a ≥ 1, because a has the root α 1 , we have deg V p 1 /a < deg p 1 , thus V p 1 /a cannot be divisible by p 1 .
There exist unique
because these elements belong to a complete residue system modulo p(0 Ω ). This is a contradiction and the claim is proved. Theorem 2.4 implies that the ENS property is algorithmically decidable. One has to apply the "backward division algorithm" to all polynomials satisfying deg a < n, H(a) ≤ C 1 . Moreover during the process one works always with polynomials satisfying these inequalities.
Digits sets defined by fundamental domains
To avoid technical difficulties we will assume in the sequel that Ω is anétale Q-algebra. In this section we generalize the concept of digit set defined by a fundamental domain introduced in [14] from orders in algebraic number fields to orders inétale Q-algebras. It is likely that our results can be generalized toétale K-algebras with K an arbitrary number field.
Let O be an order in Ω, i.e., a ring with unity, which is at the same time a Z-lattice of full
Let F be a bounded domain, which includes a fundamental domain F 0 for the action of Z M on R M , i.e., a set that satisfies R M = F 0 + Z M without overlaps. Such a domain defines a (usually redundant) set of digits in a natural way. Indeed, let ω be a Z-basis of O as above and let α ∈ O be given. Define
Here, and in the sequel denote r · s the inner product of the vectors r and s. This set is well defined because ω 1 , . . . , ω M is a Q-basis of Ω and τ α ∈ Ω. For = 1, i.e., if Ω is an algebraic number field our definition specializes to the digit set defined with a fundamental domain in [14] . Our first lemma is a generalization of [14, Lemma 2.3]. 
r ji ω i with (r j1 , . . . , r jk ) ∈ F. Since τ1−τ2 α ∈ O, the differences r 1i − r 2i are integers, but this is only possible if they are all zero, since otherwise (r 11 , . . . , r 1M ) and (r 21 , . . . , r 2M ) cannot be both contained in F by the tiling property.
The converse was proved in [14] , too. Here we state only the assertion because the proof is the same in in [14] . In the rest of this section we assume that F is a bounded fundamental domain for the action of Z M on R M . If the polynomial p is clear from the context we will use the abbreviation D F ,p0 = D F . We call a fundamental domain F satisfying the claim of Lemma 3.2 a fundamental domain associated with (p, D). In view of this lemma we may assume in the sequel that a number system (p, D) has an associated fundamental domain F. On the other hand, a fixed fundamental domain F defines a whole class of ENS, namely,
So far we considered O only as a Z-module of rank M , and did not take into consideration that it is the direct product of "smaller" Z-modules, i.e. O = O 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ O . Hence ω j = (ω j1 , . . . , ω j ) with ω jh ∈ O h , j = 1, . . . , M, h = 1, . . . , . Notice that ω 1h = (1, 0, . . . , 0) is the m h -dimensional unit vector, which will be denoted by 1 h , h = 1, . . . , in analogy to 1 Ω . The set {ω jh , j = 1, . . . , M } generates obviously O h as a Z-module. We put
We noticed in Section 2 that p is a vector of polynomials, i.e., p = (p 1 , . . . , p ) with
The set D h is obviously a redundant residue system in O h modulo p h (0)
. . , n , which we may assume without loss of generality then we have p h (x) = n j=0 π hj x j , h = 1, . . . , , and p(x) = n j=1 π j x j with π j = (π 1j , . . . , π j ), j = 0, . . . , n. In the sequel we will use these notations, and assume that (p, D) is an ENS with some digit set D, and with an associated fundamental domain F. Set The pair (p h , D h ) is an ENS over O h , h = 1, . . . , , and we set analogously
Note that, since F is bounded, these sets are finite. With these notations we prove the following generalization of [14, Theorem 4.1].
Lemma 3.4. Let 1 ≤ h ≤ , p h , D h , F be as above, and define ∆ h and Z h as in (3.2). Assume that the following conditions hold: D h ) has the finiteness property.
Proof. The proof of [14, Theorem 4.1] is based on Lemma 3.2 of the same paper. The latter states with the present notation: if 0 ∈ R(p h , D h ) and if for all a ∈ R(p h , D h ) and each α ∈ ∆ h we have a + α ∈ R(p h , D h ) then (p h , D h ) has the finiteness property. Its proof works in our situation too, provided ∆ h generates O h . However this is true. Indeed, if γ ∈ O h then there exists c ∈ Z M such that γ = c · ω h . There exist by Lemma 3.3 integers f ξ , ξ ∈ N such that c = ξ∈N f ξ ξ. Then
which proves our claim and the lemma.
To prove our main results we also need an analogous statement for the ENS (p, D).
Theorem 3.5. Let (p, D) be an ENS, F be an associated fundamental domain and define ∆ and Z as in (3.1). Assume that the following conditions hold: D) has the finiteness property.
Proof. The definition of ∆, Z and D is the generalization of the same concepts of [14] from orders in algebraic number fields to orders in finiteétale algebras. The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be tacitly repeated.
One can consider Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 as local and global statements. It can happen that the conditions of Lemma 3.4 hold for all 1 ≤ h ≤ , but some of the conditions of Theorem 3.5 fail.
The finiteness property for large constant terms
B. Kovács [9, Section 3] proved that if p(x) ∈ Z[x] is monic and irreducible, then p(x − h) is a CNS polynomial for all sufficiently large integer h. Pethő [12] pointed out that the irreducibility assumption is not essential. Pethő and Thuswaldner [14] generalized the result of Kovács to polynomials over orders in algebraic number fields. We show in this section that their results hold for polynomials over orders inétale Q-algebras, too. Let S ⊂ R M . For ε > 0 we set (S) ε := {x ∈ R M : ||x − y|| ∞ < ε for some y ∈ S} for the ε-neighborhood of S. By int + we denote the interior taken with respect to the subspace topology on {(r 1 , . . . , r M ) ∈ R M : r 1 ≥ 0}; int − is defined analogously. To state our next result we have to introduce further notation.
its coordinate polynomials, as defined in Section 2. The field K h is an m h -dimensional Q-vector space, thus it generates an m h -dimensional subspace of R M . Denote by F h , h = 1, . . . , the projection of F to this m h -dimensional space. Clearly F h is a bounded domain, which includes a bounded fundamental domain for the action of Z m h on R m h , thus, by Lemma 3.2 the GNS (p h , D h ) over O h , h = 1, . . . are well defined, although they are usually redundant.
We already saw two roles and representations of 1 Ω ; it is the unit element of Ω, hence it is the vector of the unit elements of K h , i.e., 1 Ω = (1, . . . , 1). In this section we also view it as an element of R M . To avoid confusion we will use the notation e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0 
Remark 4.2. This implies for each fundamental domain F satisfying
• 0 Ω ∈ int(F ∪ (F − e 1 )) and
that the family G F contains infinitely many ENS with finiteness property. Moreover their projections are GNS with finiteness property, too. Usually the projections of a digit set are redundant. In the special case, when the digit set is the direct product of its projections, i.e., box like then the projections of the ENS are non-redundant.
Remark 4.3. The assumption max{1, |u 2 |, . . . , |u M |} < ηu 1 is in general essential. Indeed, let Ω be an algebraic number field, which is different from Q and from the imaginary quadratic fields. Then it has infinitely many units. Let p = x − v, v ∈ Z. If α runs through O, then so does v + α, thus there are infinitely many α such that v + α is a unit, one of which conjugates must be in absolute value less than one. Hence, by Proposition 2.3, there exist no digit set D such that
Proof. Our plan is as follows. First we prove the local assertion by applying Lemma 3.4. This is done by the method used for the proof of [14, Theorem 4.1]. As a byproduct we get such good local estimations, which enable us to prove that the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 hold, hence our assertion is true. Now start to realize this plan.
We show below first that
. . , n} , and
, . These ensure that the assumptions (ih) -(iiih) of Lemma 3.4 as well as (i) -(iii) of Theorem 3.5 hold, thus (p h , D h ) and (p, D) are ENS with finiteness property.
It is easy to show that 0
There exists ε 1 > 0 such that the ε 1 -ball around 0 Ω in R M with respect to the norm || · || ∞ is contained in int(F ∪ (F − e 1 )). Similarly there exists ε h1 > 0 such that the ε h1 -ball around 0 h in R m h is contained in int(F h ∪ (F h − 1 h )), h = 1, . . . , . Since the sets F + Z M and F h + Z m h are locally finite unions of bounded sets, the definition of the neighbor set N implies that there exists
holds for each z ∈ Z M \ N and h = 1, . . . , . Finally set ε = min{ε 1 , ε 2 , ε h1 , h = 1, . . . , }/H, where H is an appropriate constant defined later.
. . , τ hm h with τ h1 = 1 h = ω 1h and put τ h = (τ h1 , . . . , τ hm h ). As the set {ω 1h , . . . ,
Notice, and this is important, that the first row and first column of both T h , U h contain only one non-zero entry, namely the one in the top left corner. Let α = (α 1 , . . . , α ) and u = (u 1 , . . . , u M ). Then 2 α = u · ω, which implies
Setting u h = (u h1 , . . . , u hm h ) ∈ Z m h we have u h1 = u 1 and its other coordinates u hj , j > 1 are linear combinations of u 2 , . . . , u M with fixed coefficients. Thus, by the assumptions of our theorem, max{1, |u h2 |, . . . , |u hm h |} < ηn h1 with some η > 0. We have shown that with A bit more is proved in the cited work. If ζ ∈ Z then ζ/p(0) ∈ Ω and there exists r = (r 1 , . . . , r M ) ∈ Q M such that ζ p(0) = r · ω. On the other hand ζ = n j=1 δ j π j , δ j ∈ ∆. There exists 2 Notice that ω is a M -tuple of -dimensional vectors.
This implies, as π hj = 0 for j > n h , the equalities
Here ξ j · ω h ∈ ∆ h , hence ζ h ∈ Z h , and
.
On the other hand, there exists r h ∈ Q m h such that
We have r h < ε/H by the proof of [14, Theorem 4.1]. Using the relation τ h = U h ω h we obtain
Comparing this equality with (4.1) we obtain r = r h U h for all h = 1, . . . , . Choosing H large enough we obtain r < ε, too. We finished to prove that (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.5 hold.
Now we prove ζ p(0) ∈ int + ({0 Ω }) ε for all ζ ∈ j∈J π j : J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} , and
. . , n} and setting ζ = (ζ 1 , . . . , ζ ) it is easy to see that ζ h ∈ j∈J π hj : J ⊆ {1, . . . , n h } . Writing, as above ζ h p h (0) = r h ·τ h with r h = (r h1 , . . . , r hm h ) = Q m h and repeating the argument of the proof of [14, Theorem 4.1] we conclude r h < ε/H and r h1 ≥ 0. Letting r = r h U h we conclude r < ε as earlier. As the entry of the top left corner of U h is one, and the other entries of its first row and first column are zeros, we get r 1 = r h1 ≥ 0. Thus (iii) of Theorem 3.5 and (iiih) of Lemma 3.4 are verified, hence the proof is completed. 
which is the product of two symmetric digit sets. Zero is obviously an interior point of the fundamental domain F, hence, by Corollary 4.4 the pairs (p(x ± m), D F ,p(±m) ) are ENS with finiteness property for all large enough m.
We will see in the next section that (p(x − m), F) doesn't have the finiteness property for large m under the conditions of Theorem 4.1.
ENS without finiteness property
We now prove a negative result on the finiteness property. We start with a partial generalization of [10, Theorem 3] to polynomials with coefficients in O was proved in [14, Lemma 5.1] . We state it here in a more general form.
then (p, D) doesn't have the finiteness property.
Proof. Verbatim the same as the proof of Lemma 5.1 of [14] .
We can now prove the main result of the present section Assume that our claim is true. Performing Euclidean division of Π m+1 (x) by (x − 1 Ω ) we obtain a polynomial 
The estimates for r mjh implies u 1 = 1 − 
Relation between power integral bases and ENS
The theory of generalized number systems started with investigations in the ring of integers of algebraic number fields (see e.g. Brunotte, Huszti, and Pethő [3] for an overview and a list of relevant literature). This inspired Theorem 6.2 of [14] , which states that all but finitely many generators of power integral bases of a monogenic order O of a number field form a basis for a number system with finiteness property in O. (All the exceptions are computable effectively.) This result forms an analog of Kovács and Pethő [10, Theorem 5] and is based on a result by Győry [6] , [7] on the monogeneity of orders in number fields. The next proposition generalizes this result toétale Q-algebras.
We say that a finiteétale Q-algebra Ω is effectively given, if Ω is Q-algebra isomorphic to K 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ K , where K 1 , . . . , K are effectively given as finite extensions of Q. Further, an element α ∈ Ω is said to be effectively given if in α = (α 1 , . . . , α ) with α i ∈ K i , the element α i is effectively given, see [4] , Sections 3.7 and 8.4. Remark 6.3. In [4] , the above Proposition 6.1 is proved in the relative case as well, i.e., in the more general situation, when Q is replaced by an arbitrary number field K and Z by the ring of integers of K. To generalize Theorem 6.2 to this situation would require the generalization of Remark 4.5 to all m ∈ O, such that all but finitely many conjugates of m are large enough. By Remark 4.3 such a generalization is only possible for special number fields.
A finite set D of integers can be a complete residue system modulo at most two integers, namely ±|D|. This does not hold any more for algebraic number fields with infinitely many units. Indeed, let K be such a field and Z K be its ring of integers. Let D ⊂ Z be given and assume that there exist α ∈ Z K such that D is a complete residue system modulo α. Then D is a complete residue system modulo αε for each unit ε ∈ Z K . From the next theorem it follows that there are only finitely many ε ∈ Z K such that the ENS (αε, D) has the finiteness property. Proof. The set D can be a complete residue system modulo α only if |N Ω/Q (α)| = |D|, where N Ω/Q denotes the norm function, see [4, p. 12] . If there is no such α or if Ω = K 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ K and K h are either the rational or an imaginary quadratic number field for all h = 1, . . . , then there is no such or only finitely many such α, respectively, hence the assertion is proved.
In the sequel we assume that there are infinitely many α ∈ O such that |N Ω/Q (α)| = |D|. Hence there is such a β and u ∈ Z with α = β + u. For fixed β there is only finitely many effectively computable u ∈ Z with N Ω/Q (β + u) = |D|, thus the assertion is proved.
7. Is this the end of game?
Exercise 11.4 on page 121 of the lecture notes of Lenstra [11] reads as follows: Let R be a commutative ring, f ∈ R[X] a monic polynomial, and A the R-algebra R[X]/f R[X]. Write n = deg f and α = (X mod f ) ∈ A. Prove that 1, α, . . . , α n−1 is an R-basis for A, and that A is finiteétale over R if and only if the determinant of the matrix (T r A/R (α i+j )) n−1 i,j=0
belongs to R * ; that determinant is called the discriminant of f . If, specially, R is an order in an algebraic number field, and f is not separable, i.e. it has multiple roots, then its discriminant is zero, thus R[X]/f R[X] cannot have a power basis, hence cannot be monogenic either.
But the definition of GNS requires only that the basis polynomial is monic and that R/f (0)R is finite, in which case there exists a complete residue system modulo f (0) in R. The concept of GNS is meaningful for inseparable polynomials too. The example R = Z, f = (x + 2) 2 = x 2 + 4x + 4, D = {0, 1, 2, 3} shows that (f, D) can be a GNS with finiteness property even for inseparable polynomials.
Is it possible to go one step further, i.e. generalize the GNS concept to base rings R[X]/f R[X] where f has multiple roots? Let Ω be anétale K-algebra. Assume that p ∈ Ω[x] has multiple roots, and set R = Ω[x]/pΩ [x] . We show that if p is not a square of an irreducible polynomial then there are q ∈ R such that R/q 2 R is not finite. Indeed let q ∈ Ω[x] such that q 2 |p and p/q 2 / ∈ Ω, thus q 2 = 0. Consider the polynomials u + vq, where u ∈ Ω is fixed and v runs through the elements of Ω. This is an infinite subset of Ω [x] . Assume that u + v 1 q ≡ u + v 2 q (mod p). Then, obviously v 1 ≡ v 2 (mod p/q), and as q 2 |p the polynomial p/q is not constant, hence v 1 = v 2 . Thus we constructed an infinite subset of R with pairwise incongruent elements modulo q 2 . Thus q 2 cannot be the base polynomial of a GNS over R.
In some sense theétale K-algebras constitute the border of generalization of monogenity, and the finite inseparable extensions ofétale K-algebras the border of GNS. Hence the meaningful generalization of GNS ends one step later as that of monogenity. On the other hand we formulated several open problems, so we do not reach yet the end of this game.
